1. A **Decal or Temporary Pass is Required** to park on campus property at all times, beginning Monday at 7:30 a.m. until Friday at 5:00 p.m., except at metered spaces.

2. **Only Park Where You Are Allowed To.** Metered spaces are enforced as posted. Spaces marked “Reserved at all Times”, “Faculty/Staff at all Times” and “Service Vehicle” spaces are enforced 24 hours per day, seven days a week.

3. **Grace Periods:** Students who are eligible to purchase a decal have from August 26, 2013 until August 30, 2013 to purchase a decal without receiving a citation for no decal as long as you park in the W&M Hall lot only.

4. **Display Your Decal Correctly:** Each car will get one decal warning, and will then be subject to the schedule of fines. Hangtags must be displayed from the rear view mirror; adhesives must be affixed to the rear driver’s side window, or bumper so that the side with the hologram & decal number is facing out. Parking decals cannot be taped inside the vehicle. A decal is only valid for the vehicle(s) for which it was purchased.

6. **Pre-Register Any Other Car** you may bring to campus with parking services BEFORE you bring it to campus.

8. **Only Junior, Senior, and Graduate Students** classified as social (rather than academic) and assigned to campus administered housing may purchase resident decals.

9. From 5 p.m. until 7:30 a.m. Monday through Friday, permit holders (except those with restricted use decals) are **Allowed to Park in Any Space** not designated as a timed-space subject to a fee or in spaces marked “reserved at all times” or “service vehicle.” Exceptions online.

10. Parking regulations on the Williamsburg campus are **Enforced Year Round**, with the following exceptions: during the Thanksgiving Holiday (Nov. 27, 2013 to Dec. 1, 2013) and Winter Break (Dec. 20, 2013 - Jan. 12, 2014) while parking designations posted as faculty, staff, resident, and day will not be enforced, decals are still required at all times.

11. **Color Coded Restrictions:** Areas designated by No Parking signs and/or areas striped Red, Yellow, or White indicates an emergency/fire lane or service vehicle only area.

12. Spaces marked as **“Loading Zone”** have a ONE HOUR limit and vehicles occupying these spaces must relocate within that hour or your vehicle will be subject to ticketing for each expired hour in the space.

13. Spaces marked as **“Service Vehicle”** spaces may only be used by vehicles displaying a current Faculty/staff or General decal and a Service Vehicle pass issued by Parking Services.

14. Vehicles that are unauthorized to park in **Handicapped Spaces** are subject to a fine of $100.00 to $500.00 in accordance with state law and may be towed off campus at the owner’s expense.
15. **Parking Meters and Pay-by-Space Kiosks**

Are located in high demand areas and are intended for high turnover. Anyone, except students with Restricted Use permits, may park at a meter or timed space and everyone (except those displaying a valid handicapped tag) must pay.

17. **Motorcycles, Moped, or Motor Scooters**

Must be registered and display a motorcycle permit from Monday at 7:30 AM through Friday at 5:00 PM. Parking of a motorcycle shall be done ONLY in pre-defined and approved parking areas.

18. **Motorcycles, Mopeds, or Motor Scooters**

May park in metered spaces as long as time is kept on the meter.

19. **Mopeds or Motor Scooters**

Meeting the state engine size requirements >49CC, seat high requirements >24” or capable of speeds in excess of 35 MPH must be **Registered with DMV** and are treated as motorcycles for W&M parking registration.

20. **Bicycles**

Must be registered with Parking Services; storage is permitted in the bicycle racks provided at various locations on the campus. Do not chain or lock to benches, light poles, sign poles, stairwell rails, building emergency egress points, or trees and shrubs.

21. Under no circumstances may any motor vehicle, other than police or emergency vehicles, be operated or parked at any time on the walkways, landscape, grass, or areas designated for grass.

22. Storage of **boats, RVs, Pods, and/or Trailers** is not permitted on College property without prior coordination with Parking Services at least three (3) days in advance of arrival on campus.

23. **Double Parking** and parking **against the flow of traffic** is never permitted.

24. **Curb Blockers or Wheel Stops**, if present, establish parking spaces. Where curb blockers are present, you must park at the curb blocker; parking in any other area will result in a citation being issued.

25. **Thomas Nelson Community College decals**

Will be honored on the main Williamsburg and VIMS campus in faculty/staff (not reserved at all times), day and resident spaces after 4:00 p.m. until 7:30 a.m. Monday through Friday.

26. The following designations are **Reserved and Enforced 24 Hours a Day, Seven Days a Week**:

- Fire lanes
- Loading zones
- No Parking zones
- Visitor Parking
- Handicapped spaces
- Reserved at All Times spaces
- Motorcycle spaces
- Official Vehicle spaces
- Service Vehicle spaces
- Time limit spaces
- Meters as posted
- Visitors of the President spaces
- Faculty/Staff at all times spaces behind Millington Hall
- Faculty/Staff at all times spaces at Jones Hall Lot and on Wake Drive
- Faculty/Staff spaces at The Keck Lab
- No parking on the east side of Brooks St between Compton and McClurg Dr
- No Parking zones on the west (Jamestown dorm) side of Landrum Dr.

27. The William & Mary Hall lot will be controlled through use of **Pay-by-Space Kiosks**. When parking in these areas you must make note of the space number and input this information into the kiosk in order to apply time. Applicable rates are listed at each location. Faculty, Staff, and Students with valid W&M decals or temporary passes do not have to pay; all other patrons must pay according to usage.